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problem 1 Divide and Conquer with MSTs

Professors Pettit and Hott have been discussing minimum spanning trees and attempting to
create new algorithms to compute them. Professor Pettit claims to have created a divide and
conquer algorithm as follows:

Given a graph G = (V, E), partition the set of vertices V into two sets VL and VR such
that |VL| and |VR| differ by at most 1. Let EL be the set of edges that are incident only on
vertices in VL and ER be the set of edges incident only on vertices in VR. Recursively
compute the minimum spanning tree on each of the two subgraphs GL = (VL, EL)
and GR = (VR, ER), then select the minimum weight edge e ∈ E that crosses the cut
(VL, VR). Use e to combine the two minimum spanning trees into a single minimum
spanning tree for G.

Help us to evaluate his algorithm. Either prove that it correctly computes a minimum spanning
tree of graph G or provide a counterexample for which the algorithm fails.

Solution:

problem 2 As You Wish

Buttercup has given Westley a set of n tasks t1, . . . , tn to complete on the farm. Each task ti =
(di, wi) is associated with a deadline di and an estimated amount of time wi needed to complete
the task. To express his undying love to Buttercup, Westley strives to complete all the assigned
tasks as early as possible. However, some deadlines might be a bit too demanding, so it may not be
possible for him to finish a task by its deadline; some tasks may need extra time and therefore will
be completed late. Your goal (inconceivable!) is to help Westley minimize the deadline overruns
of any task; if he starts task ti at time si, he will finish at time fi = si + wi. The deadline overrun
(or lateness) of tasks—denoted Li—for ti is the value

Li =

{
fi − di if fi > di
0 otherwise

Give a polynomial-time algorithm that computes the optimal order T for Westley to complete
Buttercup’s tasks so as to minimize the maximum Li across all tasks. That is, your algorithm
should compute T that minimizes

min
T

max
i=1,...,n

Li

In other words, you do not want Westley to complete any task too late, so you minimize the
deadline overrun of the task completed that is most past its deadline. Describe how you know
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your algorithm produces an optimal schedule. Hint: you may wish to construct an exchange argument
here. Additionally, analyze your algorithm’s running time.

Solution:

problem 3 Unit Intervals

You are given a set of points P = {p1, p2, ..., pn} on the real line (you may assume these are
given to you in sorted order). Describe an algorithm that determines the smallest set of unit-length
closed intervals that contains all of the given points. For example, the points {0.9, 1.2, 1.3, 2.1, 3.0}
can be covered by [0.7, 1.7] and [2.0, 3.0]. State the runtime of your algorithm.

Solution:


